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  WINCH COMMUNICATIONS                        HELI.OPS.24  

 

Purpose 
To ensure that all personnel directly involved in the helicopter winching operation remain in 
effective communication for each phase of the mission 

Helicopter winch missions are a complex activity with multiple sequential and consecutive 
processes that are required to maximise safety and minimise risk to all participants.  Many of 
these processes require clear and concise communications of actions and intentions. 
 
As the original planning intentions following patient access may change; clear and concise 
communication and coordination between the ground party and the helicopter crew is 
mandatory. 
 
The helicopter and crew have a suite of communications options that must be available, 
utilised and understood by all crewmembers before commencing winching operations.  
 
It is a fundamental process and essential that all crew members have the capacity to plan 
and understand contingencies that may have to occur during the winch.  
 
The following procedure is mandatory for all helicopter crews during each phase of a 
helicopter winch mission 

 
Procedure 

Pre-winch brief procedure 
1. Prior to the helicopter winching procedure commencing the entire crew will brief the 

exact process to be undertaken.   

2. This may be either in flight; following reconnoitre of the scene, or upon landing after 

viewing the site. 

3. It is essential that the helicopter crew create a GPS Waypoint in the flight FMS at the 

exact location of the winch, prior to any DTW operative being winched out the door.  This 

is particularly important in rugged/isolated terrain where it may be difficult to relocate the 

extraction point after inserting medical rescue crew. 

4. This Lat/Long must be communicated to the incident Commander/Ambulance Control 

Centre or Aeromedical Operations at the earliest convenience after insertion of the 

medical rescue crew. 

 
Failed helicopter winching plan 
5. Failure for any of the crew to reach agreement on the process to be undertaken will 

result in a “no go” for helicopter winching.  The helicopter winching will not proceed 

under these circumstances. 

6. Resolution will require communication to the Ambulance Helicopter Duty Supervisor and 

the Chief Pilot or delegate.  The winch process will not proceed unless clear and 

unambiguous agreement is reached by all parties. 
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Backup plan in hoist failure 
7. A backup plan (actions on) in the instance of a hoist failure must be discussed prior to 

the winching commencing.  If the failure occurs after a medical rescue crewperson is 

inserted; points 3 & 4 (above) become very important in formulating this plan. 

 
Minimum comms equipment 
8. The DTW rescue crew will carry a minimum of two alternative communication devices at 

all times.  This can be any combination of radios, GSM and/or Satellite phones.   

9. Signalling equipment (flares etc) is not considered to be effective two way 

communications equipment in these situations.   

 
Positive communications check  
10. The crew will confirm and check the functionality of the communications channels (where 

reasonably possible) and the sequence (actions on) of the agreed communications plan 

prior to commencing winching. 

 
Identify any changes to the plan 
11. If during the winching process any changes to the agreed plan are to be undertaken by 

either the ground crew or the air crew, this will be communicated prior to commencement 

of any further winching. 

12. The inability to communicate and confirm changes to winch plans will result in a ‘no go’ 

for winching until clear communication are re-established and agreement is reached. 

 
Confirm the extrication plan (hoist, hypo, move pt, more resources etc) 
13. The mode of extrication will be confirmed by the ground medical crew and clearly 

communicated to the aviation crew prior to commencing winch extrication. 

 
Pre-winch checks plan confirmed  
14. The ground crew will undertake the specific and approved pre-winch checks required 

(SPECTER_OGREP) at each stage of the mission and prior to connection to the hook.  

Confirmation of these actions will be communicated with the aviation crew as part of the 

standard radio call/procedure. 
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